PE
Year 8 Learning Map
Hockey
Prior Learning
This topic builds on developing your existing skills
of sending, receiving and travelling with the ball
learned in Year 7. You will use the reverse push
pass, the slap, the Indian dribble and methods of
beating a player.

Lesson Sequencing
Lesson 1
Lesson 2
Lesson 3
Lesson 4

Lesson 5

Lesson 6
Lesson 7
Lesson 8

Moving with the ball
(speed dribble)
Passing the ball
(push , hit, reverse)
The hit (emphasis
passing)
Tackling
(block tackle, upright
tackle into jab tackle)
Maintaining possession
& the creation of space
Shooting
Conditioned Games
Assessment lesson
(small sided games)

Current Learning
Subsequent Learning
In this topic you will learn to play small sided
This unit builds upon the existing skills of sending
games, increasing both skill level and knowledge
receiving and travelling with a ball using more
and understanding of the rules. Throughout the
refined and complex techniques. You can now play
lessons you will be questioned on how to: outwit
officiated small-sided (3 vs 3) games of hockey,
opponents, evaluate performances, analyse
incorporating the above skills. Moving forward
strengths and weaknesses; whilst developing,
you are ready to play in increasingly larger games,
adapting and refining skills, strategies and tactics
building up to the fully recognised format.
to produce high levels of performance.
Tier 3 Vocabulary
Wider Reading Opportunities
Ways in which parents/carers can
support
Upright - front and reverse stick stop Hockey Rules
 Visit the Hockey England website
Outwitting an opponent
with your child to find out about
Front and reverse stick tackling
what is going on at a National
England Hockey
Stick tackle
Level.
Long Corner

If you have hockey sticks/balls at
Hockey essential skills and
Short Corner
home practice the skills of
techniques
Flick
passing and receiving, shooting
Wing Channels
and taking on a player one-toBBC Sport Hockey
Influential strategies
one
 Watch Hockey matches online
e.g. USA vs England
 Encourage your child to join a
local Hockey club or speak to
their teacher about a school club
– Doncaster Hockey Club

